In our motor carrier practice, we represent motor common carriers of property and passengers, users of motor carrier services, and operators of private motor carrier fleets in contract, commercial, regulatory, and congressional matters.

Our lawyers regularly advise on motor carrier and related transportation contracts, commercial disputes, and regulatory and legislative issues. We practice extensively before the US Department of Transportation; its constituent units, including the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration and Federal Transit Administration; and other regulatory bodies and courts. Our lawyers also advise clients with respect to cross-border transportation issues, including those arising under NAFTA and customs/immigration issues.

In addition, we are involved in a broad range of federal regulatory issues pertaining to the transportation of property and persons by motor carrier, including safety and security issues, as well as issues arising from the transportation of hazardous materials.
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**PRESS RELEASES**

*Law360 Names Steptoe a 'Transportation Group of the Year' for Fourth Year*
February 18, 2020

**PRESS RELEASES**

*Law360 Names Steptoe a 'Transportation Group of the Year' for Third Straight Year*
March 4, 2019

**PRESS RELEASES**

*Law360 Again Names Steptoe a 'Transportation Group of the Year'*
February 9, 2018

**ACCOLADES**

*Steptoe Scores Two Law360 'Practice Group of the Year' Wins*
January 10, 2017

**Events**

**WEBINARS**

*Real World Accident Response: The NTSB*
February 28, 2017
Speakers: David H. Coburn, Dane Jaques
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